Ansell Achieves Oracle Applications Stability and
Performance Gains with Move to Syntax Services
Ansell embarked on a review of its Oracle E-Business Suite Hosting service provider and, after
a rigorous 18 month due diligence process, Ansell chose Syntax from a final group of 5 primary
providers.
Ansell selected Syntax for many reasons. First, it liked Syntax’s ability to architect environments
streamlined and monitored for high performance, stability, and availability. Second, it liked
Syntax’s use of leading-edge, high-performance flash technologies like EMC XtremIO, nearreal time, zero data loss, DR capabilities, and its SSAE 16 Type 2 and PCI security and process
compliance. Finally, Ansell valued the Syntax Enterprise Cloud’s comprehensive offering, without
extra “out-of-scope” charges, all at competitive pricing.
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Customer Profile
• Corporate HQ: Iselin, New
Jersey
• Industry: Health and Safety
• Stock Symbol: ASX:ANN
www.ansell.com

Technology Footprint
• Oracle E-Business Suite R12
• Oracle ASCP R12
• Oracle GRC R12
• Oracle SOA Suite 10g
• OBIEE 10g
• Hyperion Financial
Management 11

Once we moved our applications to Syntax, our system
response and processing times improved dramatically
with programs running two to three times as fast as they
did before, and reducing processing time for large jobs
by over 60%, a truly remarkable performance. Syntax
offers a comprehensive solution coupling leading edge
technology with the technical expertise and process
discipline that make it all work as it should.”
Giri Peddinti • Senior Vice President and Global Chief Information Officer •
Ansell

• Hyperion Financial Data
Quality Management 11
• Siebel 8
• EMC XtremIO
• Citrix

Syntax Solutions
• Syntax Enterprise Cloud for
Oracle EBS
• Remote Managed Services
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Ansell Achieves Oracle Applications Stability and Performance Gains with Move
to Syntax Services

Ansell realized several immediate benefits upon going live. Syntax’s system configuration design
dramatically improved performance system-wide.
For example, Syntax’s streamlined architecture allows Ansell to run OBIEE incremental loads
in under 2 hours instead of 4+ hours. OTM runs now complete in 12 hours as opposed to
5 days. Ansell’s sales staff can place orders in Siebel faster and Oracle EBS users now enjoy
the previously rare experience of forms opening “immediately.” Ansell anticipates further
productivity gains once Syntax completes tuning Ansell’s PL/SQL code based on insights from
Syntax’s proprietary monitoring systems and its highly qualified technical team.

Accomplishments
• Stabilized its Oracle
environment
• Improved performance
of key applications

• Reduced Oracle Trade
Management run
times by 90%

• Ensured business
continuity with robust
disaster recovery
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